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The New Workforce: Five Sweeping Trends That Will Shape Your Company's FutureAMACOM, 2004

	As a futurist, you can be fascinating at a cocktail party. Instead of dropping names, you drop facts and figures: We are expected to live well intoour 100s; the average age for young adults to marry in America is 30; the single male head of household is the fastest growing demographic group; and the...
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Spatial AutoRegression (SAR) Model: Parameter Estimation Techniques (SpringerBriefs in Computer Science)Springer, 2012

	Explosive growth in the size of spatial databases has highlighted the need for spatial

	data analysis and spatial data mining techniques to mine the interesting but implicit

	spatial patterns within these large databases. Extracting useful and interesting patterns

	from massive geo-spatial datasets is important for many application...
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Physical Computing: Sensing and Controlling the Physical World with ComputersCourse Technology PTR, 2004
We believe that the computer revolution has left most of you behind. Steve Jobs had similar thoughts when he founded Apple Computer and set out to build “computers for the rest of us.” The idea was to enable people who were not computer experts—like artists, educators, and children—to take advantage of the power of...
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Algorithms, Data Structures, and Problem Solving With C++Addison Wesley, 1996
This book was designed for a second course in computer science, which has typically been known as CS-2 Data Structures. The content of CS-2 has been evolving over some time, but there is general agreement that topics such as structures, pointers, and data structures should be taught, along with an introduction to algorithm analysis and a general...
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Systems Engineering with SysML/UML: Modeling, Analysis, Design (The OMG Press)Morgan Kaufmann, 2008
According to the Boeing Commercial Aircraft Company, a Boeing 747-400 aircraft has a maximum gross take-off weight (including a typical 416 passengers, 171 cubic meters of freight in the cargo hold, and over 200,000 kg of fuel) of nearly 400,000 kg. Four behemoth engines push the bird at up to 88 percent of the speed of sound for unbelievable...
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The Physics of Information TechnologyCambridge University Press, 2000
"...throughout the text, Gershenfeld retains much of the conversational tone and spontaneity of a lecture. At its best, this makes for enjoyable reading, with interesting tidbits and asides that enliven the discussions....Gershenfeld's book will be valuable for physical scientists looking for an enjoyable introduction to the information...
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The First Computers--History and Architectures (History of Computing)MIT Press, 2000
"A cohesive, well-defined discussion of the architecture of early computers."
  — Mary Croarken, Business History

"A well-balanced and fascinating perspective on a wide range of early computing devices."
  — Nathan Ensmenger, IEEE Spectrum...
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Foundations of Oscillator Circuit Design (Artech House Microwave Library)Artech House Publishers, 2006

	My interest in oscillators started many years ago when I was an undergraduate
	student and one of the laboratory experiments was the design of a Colpitts oscillator.
	It was amazing to see how a sinusoidal signal appeared when the power supply
	was turned on. What an interesting way of controlling the motion of electrons in
	the circuit!...
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Haloalkyne Chemistry (SpringerBriefs in Molecular Science)Springer, 2015

	This book presents efficient and practical methods for the synthesis of various functionalized organic molecules from haloalkynes through different reaction processes such as cross-coupling reactions, nucleophilic additions and cycloadditions. It consists of four chapters demonstrating interesting examples of these transformations, and...
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Salesforce CRM Admin CookbookPackt Publishing, 2013

	Over 40 recipes to make effective use of Salesforce CRM with the use of hidden features, advanced user interface techniques, and real-world solutions


	Overview

	
		Implement advanced user interface techniques to improve the look and feel of Salesforce CRM
	
		Discover hidden features and hacks that...
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European Robotics Symposium 2006 (Springer Tracts in Advanced Robotics)Springer, 2006
This unique reference represents a cross-section of forefront robotics research, ranging from robotics and systems to learning, autonomy and failure detection, from vision and navigation to localization and mapping, which are based on the papers presented at the 1st European Robotics Symposium (EUROS-06) held in Palermo, Italy from 16-18 March,...
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Basic Classes of Linear OperatorsBirkhauser, 2004
"With a name like Gohberg–Goldberg–Kaashoek, it has got to be good. But let me count the ways. If you are interested in learning the basic theories of Hilbert and Banach spaces together with the well-known operators that act on them, this book is for you. It is intended for advanced undergraduate and beginning graduate students in...
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